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3.23.1 Synopsis

Songbirds are one of the few nonhuman animals that learn to vocalize. Juvenile songbirds first memorize a tutor song and then match this memorized model using auditory feedback. The close parallels between song learning in birds and speech learning in humans have piqued interest in the mechanisms of song learning. The neurobiological analysis of birdsong was revolutionized by the discovery of a specialized constellation of brain nuclei necessary to singing. Part of this 'song system' includes a basal ganglia pathway necessary to song plasticity, providing an important insight into neural mechanisms of song learning. Other important issues, such as where tutor song memories are stored and how and where auditory feedback registers in the brain of the singing bird, are now beginning to be addressed, with many of the most exciting results about to unfold. This chapter discusses song’s function as a communication signal, the role experience plays in song development, peripheral and central song mechanisms, and neural mechanisms of song learning. See Chapter 1.17 for additional discussion of bird song learning.

3.23.2 The Song Behavior

3.23.2.1 Taxonomy of Songbirds

Oscine songbirds (Aves, Passeriformes, Oscini) comprise over half of the approximately 8000 extant avian species. Oscine songbirds learn to sing, which distinguishes them from most other birds – and indeed almost all nonhuman animals. Most neurobiological studies of singing and song learning have focused on a few domesticated or partially domesticated songbirds that breed readily in captivity. These include zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata), a colonial and nomadic species native to the Australian Outback, Society finches (Lonchura domestica), which have been fully domesticated for centuries, and canaries (Serinus canaria), a seasonally breeding cardueline finch native to the Canary Islands (Figure 1). Although these species will continue to be useful, the great diversity of singing-related behaviors in other wild songbirds provides a vast and currently underexploited resource for comparative analysis of song learning mechanisms.

3.23.2.2 Calls versus Songs

Birds utter both calls and songs (Marler, 2004b; Williams, 2004). Calls are brief sounds (~100 ms) with relatively simple acoustic structure. Songs are longer in duration (typically 1–3 s) and typically more complex in structure, often consisting of extensive and rapid frequency and amplitude modulations. Song complexity does not always reflect learning: The songs of some suboscine birds (Aves, Passeriformes, Tyranni) are complex but innate. Moreover, although calls are simpler than songs, some fine acoustical features of calls also may be learned.

3.23.2.3 Song Nomenclature

Songs can be visualized with a sonogram, which plots frequency as a function of time (Figure 1). The smallest song unit is the note, a short burst of sound (~5–100 ms) that is separated by brief (5–10 ms) silence and that appears as a continuous trace on a
sonogram. One or more notes are grouped to form syllables, which are arranged in specific sequences known as motifs, phrases, or songs, depending on the species (Figure 1) (Marler, 2004a). In those birds that produce several distinct songs, each song is referred to as a song type. Song typically lasts ~2 s, but it can be as long as 30 s in canaries and European starlings. Songs are uttered one to several times in quick
succession to form a bout, which can be separated from the next bout by many seconds or even minutes.

### 3.23.2.4 Function of Song as Communication Signal

#### 3.23.2.4.1 Territorial defense

In most songbirds, song is produced by males, primarily during breeding season. Song serves two primary functions: territorial defense and mate attraction (Catchpole and Slater, 1995). Song's role in territorial defense can be shown by poking a small hole in one of the air sacs in the bird's specialized respiratory system. Such air sac rupture temporarily mutes the bird, and he quickly loses his territory to neighboring males (McDonald, 1989). In a similar vein, neighboring males are reluctant to invade territory vacated by a fellow conspecific bird if the absent male's songs are played through speakers positioned in the vacant territory (Krebs, 1977). Thus, song is necessary to enable a bird to defend his territory against other males and can even serve this function in the absence of visual displays or physical combat.

Distinguishing neighbors from strangers also is important to territorial defense. During the breeding season, a male will aggressively approach and even attack speakers broadcasting unfamiliar songs (Catchpole and Slater, 1995). These territorial displays habituate when the male is repeatedly exposed to several 'virtual neighbors' simulated by songs played through separate speakers. However, when the male hears a 'new' bird's song through one of the speakers, he again attacks, indicating he detected a stranger's song on a background of familiar songs (Nelson and Marler, 1989).

#### 3.23.2.4.2 Mate attraction and female song preferences

The other major function of male song is to attract and arouse conspecific females. Song is a powerful acoustic aphrodisiac that can draw in females literally from out of sight. Song's arousing qualities can be revealed by simply playing it through a loudspeaker. For conspecific female birds in breeding condition, this acoustical stimulation is sufficient to evoke a lordotic response, known as a copulation solicitation display (CSD).

The CSD has helped reveal song features females find attractive. Females tend to favor longer songs containing more complex syllables (Clayton and Prove, 1989), features that distinguish learned songs from those produced by untutored birds (Searcy et al., 1985). Moreover, females prefer the highly stereotyped (crystallized) songs of adult males in breeding condition. In swamp sparrows, females favor songs most challenging for males to produce (Ballentine et al., 2004). Finally, although females often do not sing, their capacity for song discrimination can surpass that of males. For example, female redwing blackbirds make CSDs to the songs of a male conspecific but not to a mockingbird's imitations of this song, while male redwing blackbirds attack speakers broadcasting either song (Searcy and Brenowitz, 1988).

From an evolutionary perspective, female songbirds select males partly based on learned features of song (Searcy et al., 1985). Consequently, sexual selection in songbirds has exerted extraordinary selective pressure on brain structures specialized for singing and song learning. As discussed in greater detail later in this chapter, the elaboration of specialized neural circuits for song has proven to be a great boon to neurobiologists interested in vocal learning mechanisms.

### 3.23.2.5 Acoustic Features of Song Vary with Function and Context

#### 3.23.2.5.1 Broadcast versus local songs

A basic distinction can be made between broadcast songs, which are highly tonal and typically produced by territorial songbirds to propagate over large distances, and local songs intended for a more intimate audience (Figure 1). The acoustic energy in broadcast songs is focused in a narrow-frequency band centered at \( \sim 3-4 \text{ kHz} \), avoiding interference with lower-frequency environmental sounds. When broadcast songs propagate over long distances, their tones become ‘blurred.’ Males disregard spectrally blurred songs, even when played at sound pressure levels approximating songs of nearby birds, indicating that the degree of spectral blurring, rather than absolute loudness, is used to estimate the singer's distance (Naguib and Wiley, 2001). In contrast to broadcast songs, the songs of birds that sing only for a local audience, such as male zebra finches, often are broadband signals that propagate only several to a few tens of meters (Figure 1).

#### 3.23.2.5.2 The importance of social context

Song can vary with social context. The songs of adult male zebra finches directed to another individual are slightly more stereotyped than undirected songs
The functional significance of these context-dependent changes is unclear, but activity in the male’s brain changes depending on whether he is singing directed or undirected songs (Jarvis et al., 1998; Hessler and Doupe, 1999b). Dueting songbirds also afford another example of social contributions to song structure. In some tropical wrens (Thryothorus spp.), both males and females sing a small repertoire of song types, and breeding partners sing precisely coordinated duets thought to facilitate breeding synchrony in their equatorial environment (Langmore, 1998).

3.23.3 Song Learning
3.23.3.1 General Themes

Songbirds learn to sing during a juvenile sensitive period comprising two distinct phases, both dependent on auditory experience (Figures 2 and 3). During the first phase, known as sensory acquisition, the young bird listens to and memorizes one or more tutor songs. During the ensuing phase of sensorimotor learning, the pupil relies on auditory feedback to match its song to the memorized model. Song crystallization, wherein the song becomes highly stereotyped and usually much less dependent on auditory feedback, signals the end of sensorimotor learning.

In seasonally breeding songbirds that populate temperate regions, 6–10 months separate sensory acquisition and sensorimotor learning (Figure 2). In contrast, these periods overlap in species such as the zebra finch, which crystallize their songs only 3 months after hatching (Figure 2). Regardless of the pace of song learning, young birds evince sensory plasticity, by memorizing one or more tutor songs, and motor plasticity, by vocally imitating one or more song model.

The great diversity of songbird species is paralleled by minor variations on these major song learning themes. “Closed-end learners,” such as the zebra finch and white-crowned sparrow (a and b), retain the same crystallized song repertoire throughout adulthood, while in “open-ended learners,” such as the canary, the crystallized repertoire can change from one year to the next. (a) In the zebra finch, the sensory (blue box) and sensorimotor periods (red box) overlap extensively, and song crystallization is complete between 90 and 120 days after hatching. (b) In the white-crowned sparrow, sensory acquisition and sensorimotor learning are separated by many months, indicating that the tutor songs are stored in memory without rehearsal. Song crystallization occurs in the spring, at the end of the first year. Early each ensuing spring, adult male white-crowned sparrows again sing plastic songs, but they recrystallize the same song type as that crystallized in their first year. (c) Canaries are seasonally breeding birds, like white-crowned sparrows, but can exhibit changes in their repertoire of crystallized songs from one year to the next. Zebra finch image courtesy of Daniel D. Baleckaitis, white-crowned sparrow image courtesy of Vladimir Pravosudov (University of Nevada Reno), canary image courtesy of David Kloetzer and Jon Prather.
3.23.3.2 Sensory Acquisition

### 3.23.3.2.1 Cross-fostering and isolates

Several lines of evidence show that songbirds learn to sing. First, young songbirds transplanted into the nest of another species develop songs resembling those of their foster parents (Immelmann, 1969; Baptista and Petrinovich, 1984, 1986). Second, local song dialects distinguish different breeding populations of the same songbird species (Marler and Tamura, 1964). Third, birds raised without a tutor subsequently fail to sing species-typical songs and, instead, produce rudimentary ‘isolate’ songs (Figure 3) (Thorpe, 1954, 1958; Immelmann, 1969; Marler, 1970; Price, 1979). This dependence on auditory instruction distinguishes birdsong from most other animal vocalizations that, regardless of their acoustical complexity, develop through innate processes (Konishi and Nottebohm, 1969; Kroodsma and Konishi, 1991).

### 3.23.3.2.2 Sensory acquisition: born to learn

Young songbirds are prodigious song mnemonists. The number of models that may be memorized during sensory acquisition can range into the hundreds in some species, and the total exposure required for accurate recall can be remarkably limited. In perhaps the most impressive example of this learning capacity, young nightingales accurately learn 10–20 song types (comprising a total of 75–100 syllables) after hearing them fewer than only 20 times (Hultsch and Todt, 1989a,b). Moreover, these memories are stored for many months before the bird actually begins to sing. This astounding feat of auditory memory is reminiscent of other forms of sensory imprinting and suggests that the juvenile songbird is predisposed to memorize certain sounds almost effortlessly.

---

**Figure 3** Development of species-typical song structure requires auditory experience of an appropriate song model and experience of singing-related auditory feedback. These sonograms depict songs of adult swamp (left) or song (right) sparrows raised with normal experience of a tutor and with their hearing intact (top row), raised in isolation from others birds’ songs with hearing intact (middle) and raised with experience of a tutor song but deafened before sensorimotor learning (bottom). Isolate songs display rudimentary species-typical song features but lack the acoustical complexity of normal wild-type song, underscoring the important role of auditory experience of the tutor song. Songs of deafened birds lack even the rudimentary features of the isolate song, revealing the important role auditory feedback plays in sensorimotor learning. Reprinted from Marler P and Doupe AJ (2000) Singing in the brain. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 97: 2965–2967. Copyright (2000) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A, with permission.
Cross-fostering experiments show that juvenile songbirds are flexible in the range of songs they will memorize and subsequently copy (Immelmann, 1969; Baptista and Petrinovich, 1984, 1986). Nonetheless, they prefer to learn conspecific songs when given the opportunity. After being tutored on a recorded medley of conspecific and heterospecific songs, juvenile swamp and song sparrows preferentially copy their conspecific songs (Marler and Peters, 1987, 1989; Marler, 1990). Interestingly, these experiments used recorded tutor songs, indicating that juveniles must innately recognize acoustic cues present in the conspecific songs. In the wild, such innate recognition of conspecific song may help naïve juveniles avoid spurious imprinting on heterospecific songs.

3.23.3.2.3 A sensitive period for sensory acquisition

Sensory acquisition closes between the end of the second and third month after hatching in many species (Figure 2) (Thorpe, 1958; Immelmann, 1969; Marler and Peters, 1987, 1988). Young birds typically fledge at the end of the first month, so in natural settings juveniles socialize with other potential tutors in addition to their fathers. The timing of sensory acquisition has been mapped most precisely in zebra finches, where juveniles were initially raised with tutors, then removed to an isolated environment at various ages (Bohner, 1990). These controlled tutoring experiments suggest that much of what will be copied can be memorized by the end of the fifth week. Complementary experiments in which birds were sequentially exposed to a series of tutors show that juvenile birds become refractory to further copying from new tutors by about the end of the second month (Eales, 1985). The closure of sensory acquisition is not strictly age limited, because raising birds in isolation extends sensory acquisition 1 to 2 months (Eales, 1987; Morrison and Nottebohm, 1993). Nevertheless, birds subjected to late tutoring copy less extensively than do normally tutored birds, and eventually individuals become totally resistant to learning from a tutor.

3.23.3.2.4 Sensory acquisition results in long-lasting memories of the tutor song

A remarkable feature of sensory acquisition is that the memory of the tutor song can be stored for long periods prior to the first attempts at vocal imitation. In seasonally breeding species, such as swamp and song sparrows, imprinting on the tutor song occurs in the late spring immediately after hatching, but the earliest attempts at vocal imitation do not begin until early in the following spring, a full 8 to 10 months later (Figure 2) (Marler and Peters, 1981, 1982a). This capacity to store the tutor song memory for a long period prior to imitation is especially impressive and is one way in which songbirds may differ from humans, where auditory experience of the vocal model and attempts at vocal imitation overlap.

Long-term storage of the tutor song memory may be a general feature of song learning. Despite their normally compressed song learning schedules, juvenile zebra finches briefly exposed to a tutor, then prevented from hearing their own songs for several months by exposing them to a loud masking noise, imitate the tutor song when the noise is turned off (Funabiki and Konishi, 2003). The long delays between tutor song imprinting and subsequent vocal recall afford an opportunity to search for neural correlates of long-lasting auditory memories.

3.23.3.3 Sensorimotor Learning

3.23.3.3.1 General themes including the role of auditory feedback

During sensorimotor learning, the juvenile matches its own song to the memorized tutor model (Figures 3 and 4). Although sensorimotor learning typically occurs without ongoing exposure to the tutor, pioneering studies by Mark Konishi showed that juvenile birds deafened after sensory acquisition but before or during sensorimotor learning subsequently developed highly abnormal songs (Figure 3) (Konishi, 1965). This observation supports the idea that the juvenile uses auditory feedback to evaluate differences between its own song and a ‘template’ initially created upon hearing the tutor. Interestingly, Konishi also discovered that birds raised without tutors also develop highly abnormal songs following juvenile deafening (Konishi, 1965). Apparently, even isolate birds use auditory feedback to match their rudimentary songs to an innate ‘template.’

Sensorimotor learning comprises several stages (Figure 4) (Immelmann, 1969; Marler and Peters, 1982a). Subsong, which constitutes the young bird’s earliest song efforts, is a soft and rambling vocalization with little resemblance to the species-typical song. Subsequently, birds produce plastic songs, which contain recognizable notes and syllables that vary in their acoustical structure and sequence from one bout to the next. This bout-to-bout variability is thought to facilitate exploration of the vocal-acoustic space, enabling the pupil to better match the tutor song. In distinction from sensory acquisition, sensorimotor
learning is a slow process. Over many weeks and tens or hundreds of thousands of vocal renditions, the juvenile's song undergoes plastic changes that render it similar to the tutor model. Thus, juvenile songs display acute variability and adaptive plasticity. Juvenile birds also generate improvised notes and make mistakes in memorization and/or imitation of the tutor song, with the result that their imitations, though highly accurate, are not perfect copies of the tutor. Innate mechanisms also can play a role: juvenile white-crowned sparrows tutored only on overlapping syllable pairs eventually ‘stitch’ these syllables together to form a complete song phrase (Rose et al., 2004). This interplay between imitation, improvisation, innate constraints, and error yields songs that are unique yet still species typical.

With the onset of sexual maturity, the structure and sequence of notes and syllables becomes highly stereotyped, or ‘crystallized.’ In contrast to the slow pace of sensorimotor learning, crystallization can occur very rapidly, often in less than 1 week. In many seasonally breeding songbirds, the male sex hormone testosterone is thought to be the catalyst for crystallization (Marler et al., 1988). Because testosterone levels can fluctuate with changes in day length, adult males of seasonally breeding species sing plastic songs early each spring and then recrystallize their songs as spring days lengthen.

3.3.3.2 Syllable overproduction and attrition during sensorimotor learning

Much of what we know about sensorimotor learning stems from studying sparrows, songbirds that breed seasonally and that display an 8-month gap between sensory acquisition and the first stages of plastic song. Syllable overproduction and subsequent attrition are major features of sensorimotor learning in these birds.
(Marler and Peters, 1982c). In contrast to crystallized songs, plastic songs in sparrows are not only more variable but also contain a wider range of material, much of it learned from various tutors during sensory acquisition. Thus, the juvenile’s plastic songs effectively report the numerous tutor songs stored in memory. Upon crystallization, much of this learned material is deleted, with the consequence that the adult crystallized repertoire represents only a subset of what was actually learned.

3.23.3.3.3 Selection-based models of sensorimotor learning

The sequence of syllable overproduction followed by attrition supports a selection-based model of sensorimotor learning (Marler and Peters, 1982c). In this model, overproduction provides a palette of songs from which the young adult chooses its crystallized repertoire. But is this ‘choice’ random or instead guided by an instructive process? One idea is that slight variations in late plastic songs help the juvenile gain breeding territory by providing it with the necessary behavioral flexibility to match the dialect of the older, more established breeding males in the neighborhood. Indeed, juvenile white-crowned sparrows crystallize a plastic song most like a white-crowned sparrow song broadcast to them repeatedly through a speaker and delete their other plastic songs (Nelson and Marler, 1994).

3.23.3.3.4 A fine time-scale analysis of sensorimotor learning

The pioneering studies of sensorimotor learning relied on tape recordings, which were scanned by human listeners in real time, limiting the numbers of songs that could be analyzed. The advent of cheap mass storage devices coupled with the development of automated song analysis methods, especially those developed by Ofer Tchernichovski and his coworkers, have provided a blow-by-blow account of sensorimotor learning in zebra finches (Tchernichovski et al., 2000, 2001; Deregnaucourt et al., 2005). Such comprehensive analyses have yielded several important insights into vocal learning strategies (Deregnaucourt et al., 2005). First, the match between the pupil’s song and the tutor model varies systematically over the course of the day, being poorest in the morning but quickly rising to a plateau by early afternoon. In contrast, daily variations are much more modest following crystallization. Second, the quality of the match partially declines overnight, so that the pupil begins each day slightly worse than it left off the evening before.

Third, and perhaps most intriguingly, the greater the night-to-morning song deterioration during sensorimotor learning, the better the final match between the pupil’s song and the tutor song. These observations suggest that during juvenile life, sleep triggers song deconsolidation, generating increased variability that enables the pupil to more fully ‘search’ vocal space in the quest to match the memorized tutor song.

3.23.3.4 Song crystallization

3.23.3.4.1 A changing role for sensory feedback

Crystallized songs are not only more stereotyped than plastic songs but they also depend less acutely on auditory feedback (Konishi, 1965; Price, 1979). Deafening in juveniles leads to rapid song deterioration, whereas adult deafening in some species can exert little or no effect on the crystallized song (Konishi, 1965; Price, 1979). This implies that crystallization either transforms the song motor program into a feedback-independent ‘read-only’ system or that crystallized song maintenance is mediated by nonauditory (i.e., proprioceptive) forms of sensory feedback. Notably, when brief puffs of air are injected into the respiratory system of singing birds, respiratory and vocal muscles rapidly (≈10 ms) compensate to maintain stable song output; these effects are seen even in deafened birds, indicative of proprioceptive feedback (Suthers et al., 2002). However, whether proprioceptive feedback is used for crystallized song maintenance remains untested.

The degree to which crystallized songs depend on auditory feedback varies across species. Pioneering studies by Mark Konishi indicated that crystallized songs of adult white-crowned sparrows were impervious to deafening (Konishi, 1965). In contrast, crystallized songs of adult zebra finches are maintained actively via auditory feedback: Adult deafening (Nordeen and Nordeen, 1992) or chronic exposure to distorted auditory feedback (Williams and McKibben, 1992; Leonardo and Konishi, 1999) triggers a slow process of song deterioration and plastic changes to the vocal pattern, known as decrystalization. Nonetheless, as with humans, deafening-induced vocal deterioration in zebra finches is slower in adults than in juveniles (Price, 1979; Cowie and Douglas-Cowie, 1992). Notably, adult Society finches, close relatives of the zebra finch, remain acutely dependent on auditory feedback, as their crystallized songs start to deteriorate several days to a week after deafening (Okanoya and Yamaguchi, 1997; Woolley and Rubel,
In both zebra finches and Society finches, one idea is that the neural mechanisms enabling feedback-dependent learning in the juvenile also are employed to maintain stable song patterns in the adult.

### 3.23.3.4.2 Crystallization can impose innate constraints on song structure

A major insight is that crystallization can impose innate, species-typical constraints on song structure. Juvenile canaries tutored on synthetic songs provide an especially elegant demonstration of this effect (Gardner et al., 2005). In normal adult canaries, short stereotyped syllables are repeated to form phrases, which are linked together in the crystallized song. Synthetic ‘phraseless’ songs, in which syllables continuously vary in duration and amount of frequency modulation, can be used to tutor young canaries. Remarkably, juveniles first produce faithful imitations of such phraseless tutor songs but then impose phrasing with crystallization. Such innate constraints may explain why the songs of birds deafened early in life still exhibit crude but species-typical song features and why isolate songs are more similar within rather than across species. These innate mechanisms also could account for the conservation of song phenotype across geographically isolated breeding populations of the same species. If the brain of the naïve juvenile was truly a tabula rasa, then songs would randomly diverge across isolated populations, making such song conservation improbable.

### 3.23.3.4.3 Crystallization and critical periods for motor learning

Most evidence indicates that crystallization is not simply the result of successful learning but is the result of other factors – specifically testosterone. Male swamp and song sparrows castrated as juveniles develop plastic songs containing imitations of tutor songs, but they fail to undergo song crystallization unless implanted with testosterone (Marler et al., 1988). More generally, many seasonal songbirds crystallize their songs as vernal days lengthen and their testosterone levels rise but ‘decrystallize’ their songs as autumnal days shorten and their testosterone levels drop (Figure 2) (Nottebohm et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1997a). Thus, crystallization can be regulated by photoperiod-sensitive endocrine factors rather than the quality of the match to the tutor song.

Some evidence of an age-dependent component of crystallization comes from experiments in which botox injections were used to reversibly paralyze syringeal muscles of juvenile zebra finches (Pytte and Suthers, 2000). When vocal paralysis spanned the period bracketing crystallization, the birds crystallized abnormal songs. In contrast, permanent disruptions in song quality were not observed when reversible paralysis was induced either earlier in sensorimotor learning or after crystallization.

Although this age-dependent effect may point to a critical period for sensorimotor learning, different aspects of this learning process may be regulated independently. As mentioned earlier, juvenile zebra finches can be prevented from copying previously memorized Society finch tutor songs by chronically exposing them to masking noise (Funabiki and Konishi, 2003). Such ‘reversibly deafened’ birds successfully imitated syllables from the memorized tutor songs when the noise was turned off between 100 to 200 days after hatching, one to several months after crystallization normally occurs in this species. However, the phrase structure of the Society finch tutor song was only imitated if the masking noise was turned off prior to day 80; otherwise, imitations consisted of Society finch notes organized into motifs typical of normal zebra finch songs. These results indicate that the closure of sensorimotor learning is not strictly age limited, at least when auditory feedback is blocked, and also hint that different aspects of sensorimotor learning, particularly note versus phrase imitation, are regulated independently.

### 3.23.3.4.4 Vocal plasticity following song crystallization

In seasonal birds such as swamp sparrows, syllables ‘lost’ during the initial round of crystallization may reappear in plastic songs in subsequent years, suggesting that they persist as auditory or motor memories (Marler and Peters, 1982a). Despite transient reexpression of ‘lost’ syllables, swamp sparrows nevertheless recrystallize the same subset of song types each summer. Those species that never alter their crystallized songs, which include zebra finches as well as North American sparrows, are referred to as ‘closed-ended’ or ‘age-limited’ learners (Figure 2) (Marler and Peters, 1987). In contrast, ‘open-ended’ or ‘age-independent’ learners, such as canaries, change their songs with each round of recrystallization (Figure 2) (Nottebohm and Nottebohm, 1978; Nottebohm, 1984). From a neurobiological perspective, this ongoing pattern of vocal ‘exuberance’ followed by attrition suggests that brain mechanisms engaged during sensorimotor learning in the juvenile can be reengaged in the adult.
3.23.4 Peripheral Mechanisms of Song Production

3.23.4.1 General Themes

Birds and mammals vocalize by inducing pressure waves in the expiratory air column. In general, this is achieved by passing air over vibrating membranes within a vocal organ. In humans, the vibratory elements are the vocal folds in the larynx. Although birds have a larynx, their vibratory element is in the syrinx, a specialized vocal organ unique to birds (Figure 5) (King, 1979).

The structure of the syrinx varies greatly across different avian taxa (King, 1979). General features of the syrinx are that it is located in the airway below the larynx, and it can be moved by sets of intrinsic and extrinsic muscles. The syrinx of oscine songbirds is a bipartite structure located at the confluence of the trachea and the two bronchi and contains a larger number of intrinsic muscles than in nonoscines (Figure 5). This sophisticated intrinsic musculature, the bipartite structure of the syrinx, and the highly specialized avian respiratory system enable virtuosic song displays.

A current view is that vocal output is determined by expiratory air pressure, syringeal muscle tension as air passes through the bronchial lumen, and filtering by the upper vocal tract (Suthers and Margoliash, 2002; Goller and Cooper, 2004; Suthers and Zollinger, 2004). Indeed, mathematical models indicate that small variations in the timing and magnitude of expiratory pressure and syringeal tension are sufficient to generate many of the acoustic features of birdsong (Mindlin, 2005).

3.23.4.2 The Syrinx: A Vibrating Vocal Organ

3.23.4.2.1 Anatomy and function of the syrinx

The oscine syrinx consists of a group of intrinsic muscles attached to specialized cartilaginous rings in caudal portions of the trachea and/or the primary bronchi (Figure 5) (King, 1979). In the upper bronchi, the medial parts of the rings are absent and instead consist of a sheer membrane, known as the medial tympaniform membrane (MTM). The cranial end of each bronchus is characterized by thickenings known as the medial and lateral labia. Over a century ago, Setherwall (1901) suggested that the syringeal labia were functionally analogous to the laryngeal vocal folds. Miskimen (1951) later suggested that the MTM was the primary vibratory source of sound in the syrinx, an idea that dominated for several decades. The highly tonal quality of many birdsongs also led to an alternate, ‘aerodynamic’ hypothesis (Nottebohm, 1976; Gaunt et al., 1982; Gaunt, 1983; Casey and Gaunt, 1983), namely, that birdsong is not produced by a vibratory source but, instead, by air passing through a constricted bronchial lumen, which would act like a hole-tone whistle. Over the last several decades, Franz Goller, Roderick Suthers, and their colleagues used bronchial airflow measurements (Suthers, 1990; Goller and Suthers, 1996a,b) and endoscopic examination of the syrinx (Goller and Larsen, 1997; Larsen and Goller, 2002) in singing birds to show that song results from rapid vibrations in the syringeal labia, rather than by vibrations in the MTM or aerodynamic effects (Goller and Cooper, 2004; Suthers and Zollinger, 2004).

3.23.4.2.2 Ventral versus dorsal syringeal muscles

Studies by Suthers and his colleagues also lend considerable insight into the role of different syringeal muscles in birdsong. By using fine wires to record syringeal muscle activity while simultaneously measuring bronchial air flow and subbronchial air pressure in singing birds, Goller and Suthers determined that ventral syringeal muscle activity correlates with the song’s fundamental frequency, while dorsal syringeal muscle activity controls air flow through the syrinx and thus sound output (Goller and Suthers, 1996a,b). This suggests that the different syringeal muscles can independently regulate the pitch and fine temporal features of song.

3.23.4.2.3 Independent control of the two sides of the syrinx

Songbirds exploit the bipartite structure of the syrinx to maximum effect. In several species, the two sides of the syrinx have been shown to move independently (Suthers, 1990; Goller and Suthers, 1995), greatly increasing fluency and vocal range (Zollinger and Suthers, 2004). Several species, including the brown thrasher, independently control the two sides of the syrinx to simultaneously sing two harmonically distinct sounds, a vocal effect termed the ‘two-voice phenomenon’ (Greenwalt, 1968; Suthers et al., 1994). The two sides of the syrinx also differ slightly in diameter, and thus in resonant frequency. The different resonant frequencies of the two sides allow
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rapid alternation between notes of greatly contrasting pitch, an effect difficult to achieve with a unipartite vocal organ. The cardinal exploits these different resonances, skillfully and seamlessly switching from one side to the other to sing extremely broad frequency-modulated sweeps, or glissando notes (Figure 5(c)) (Hartley and Suthers, 1990; Suthers et al., 2004). Intriguingly, mockingbirds use a similar strategy when imitating the cardinal’s glissando notes, suggesting constraints on peripheral song mechanisms (Zollinger and Suthers, 2004).

3.23.4.2.4 Nonlinear oscillatory properties intrinsic to the syrinx

Notably, some of birdsong’s acoustical complexity results from nonlinear oscillatory properties intrinsic to the syrinx (Fee et al., 1998), rather than highly elaborate patterns of neuromuscular control. Experiments involving isolated syringes have shown that the syrinx displays nonlinear oscillatory dynamics in response to continuous variations in respiratory drive or syringeal activity (Fee et al., 1998). In terms of neural codes for song, modeling studies show that even simple and continuous changes in neuromuscular activity can trigger nonlinear modes of syringeal vibration, resulting in spectrally and temporally complex sounds (Mindlin et al., 2003; Mindlin, 2005).

3.23.4.3 The Avian Respiratory System and Temporal Control of Song

When songbirds sing, they exploit their specialized respiratory systems, which display impressive adaptations to the metabolic demands of flight (Scheid and Piiper, 1979). Unlike the tidal action of mammalian respiration, in which the lungs fill and empty with each respiratory cycle, avian respiration is unidirectional, with oxygenated air always flowing from the caudal to the rostral margin of the lung. This unidirectional flow is achieved by a series of highly inflatable air sacs that act like bellows to perfuse the relatively inflexible lungs (Figure 5(a)). The air sac system and very rapid inspiratory activity (i.e., mini-breaths) enable songbirds such as the canary to generate rapidly (5–30 Hz) trilled songs lasting tens of seconds (Suthers et al., 2004).

Measurements of air sac pressure can be used to estimate changes in the pressure head that drives air through the syrinx during singing (Suthers, 1990; Goller and Suthers, 1996a,b; Suthers and Zollinger, 2004). These measurements show that respiratory patterns determine the temporal structure of birdsong. In almost all species studied to date, sounds are produced during expiration, while silent intervals between notes and syllables correspond to inspiration (Figure 5(c)). Expiratory pulses may constitute

Figure 5 Anatomy of the songbird respiratory system and the syrinx, and their integrated activity during singing. (a) (left) The avian respiratory system is distinguished by a series of air sacs (gray) that function as bellows to move air through the relatively inflexible lungs. The songbird vocal organ, the syrinx, is a bipartite structure located at the junction between the primary bronchi and the trachea. (a) (right) Ventral view of the songbird syrinx and associated muscles. The syrinx is affected by six bilaterally paired muscles, each innervated by the tracheosyringeal branch of the ipsilateral hypoglossal nerve (XIIts). These muscles control the movement and tension of the medial and lateral labia (ML and LL, respectively), thickenings at the cranial end of each bronchus within the syrinx (see b). (b) A cross section through the syrinx schematizing quiet respiration (left) and sequential lateralized airflow during phonation (middle and right). The trachea and bronchi consist of a series of cartilaginous rings; in the syrinx, the medial parts of the rings are absent and are replaced by the medial tympaniform membrane (MTM). During quiet respiration (left), the syringleal lumen is open on both sides. During singing (middle and right), contraction of the syringeal muscles (m. syringealis dorsalis and m. tracheobronchalis dorsalis) rotates the third bronchial cartilage (B3) into the syringeal lumen, forcing the LL and ML into the airstream and causing them to vibrate, resulting in sound (wavy lines). Phonation can be bilateral (not shown) or unilateral, when contraction of the syringeal muscles on one side of the syrinx is sufficient to completely block airflow. (a, b) Adapted from Suthers RA and Zollinger SA (2004) Producing song: The vocal apparatus. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 1016: 109–129. (c) The song of a northern cardinal illustrates sequential unilateral phonation during singing. The sonogram (top) shows a series of five syllables consisting of long frequency sweeps spanning as much 5 kHz. The lower panels are: airflow through the left (FL) and right (FR) sides of the syrinx (horizontal lines = zero air flow; e, expiration; i, inspiration, shaded grey); P, cranial air sac pressure (horizontal line = ambient pressure); V, oscillogram. The first two syllables, consisting of upward frequency sweeps, were generated largely by the right side of the syrinx. The following three syllables consist of long downward FM sweeps, with the initial high-frequency portion (between first and second vertical lines) produced through the right side of the syrinx and the final lower-frequency portion of the syllable produced by the left side. Figure courtesy of Rod Suthers. Images (a) and (b) courtesy of Todd Roberts. Image (c) courtesy of Rod Suthers.
fundamental motor units of song: Singing birds startled by brief stroboscopic flashes complete the ongoing syllable, only becoming silent at the end of the current expiratory cycle (Franz and Goller, 2002).

Ultimately, the song's temporal pattern is a product of precise control of expiration. Therefore, neural circuitry for song must control and coordinate both syringeal and respiratory motor activity. Indeed, separate neural pathways for respiratory and syringeal control exist in the songbird's brain (Wild, 1997a; Suthers and Margoliash, 2002), a point discussed in greater detail in following sections.

### 3.23.4.4 Syringeal Dynamic and Upper Vocal Tract Filtering

Songbirds and humans use their upper vocal tracts to filter vocal output. Indeed, simultaneous free field and syringeal recordings show that highly tonal sounds emitted at the beak correspond to harmonic series of tones emanating from the syrinx (Beckers et al., 2003). This discrepancy suggests that the trachea and beak selectively filter out certain harmonics emanating from the syrinx. In essence, the bird's upper vocal tract acts as a filter matched to certain wavelengths of sound produced by the syrinx. One way this filtering effect can be revealed is by placing birds in a helium-oxygen atmosphere (heliox); when notes are sung in heliox (Nowicki, 1987), they sound higher in pitch because the energy of the fundamental decreases while the energy of certain harmonics increases. This effect arises because the speed of sound increases in heliox while the fundamental frequency of syringeal vibration remains unchanged. As a consequence, the sound wavelength associated with syringeal vibration lengthens, no longer matching the filter. Instead, upper harmonics of the syringeal vibration better match the resonant properties of the upper vocal tract, imparting a higher pitch to the note.

The upper vocal tract of birds is a highly dynamic structure that can rapidly match the changing vibratory modes of the syrinx. The beak is part of this variable filter (Goller et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2005; Fletcher et al., 2006); when the beak is opened wide, the effective length of the upper vocal tract shortens, raising the resonant frequency (Westneat et al., 1993). High-speed X-ray films of singing birds (Riede et al., 2006) show that the oropharyngeal cavity also is actively manipulated to dynamically alter the upper vocal tract resonance. These various observations imply that the bird's brain must actively coordinate respiratory patterning, syringeal tension, and upper vocal tract dynamics to produce song.

### 3.23.5 Neural Circuits for Singing and Song Learning

#### 3.23.5.1 General Themes

The foundation of songbird neurobiology rests on several major discoveries made over the past three decades. Arguably the most important of these was that the songbird's telencephalon exerts executive control of brainstem vocal-respiratory networks during singing, much as human language cortices command brainstem vocal-respiratory networks during speech (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). This veritable epiphany stemmed from pioneering neuroanatomical and behavioral studies conducted by Fernando Nottebohm and his colleagues (Nottebohm et al., 1976, 1982; Nottebohm, 2005), who found that the songbird's brain contains a 'song system' — a constellation of interconnected nuclei necessary to singing (Figure 6).

Two telencephalic song nuclei, HVC and RA, are essential to singing and form a descending pathway that links the telencephalon to the brainstem vocal-respiratory network (Figure 6) (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Wild, 1997b). Intensive studies have yielded much information about the organization of this song motor pathway (SMP) and the nature of song motor 'codes' (Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Fee et al., 2004). Although the SMP has traditionally been viewed as a feedforward circuit, recent findings suggest that recurrent pathways from the brainstem to HVC contribute to song patterning (Ashmore et al., 2005).

A second key discovery was that the song system contains an anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) unnecessary to crystallized song but essential to song plasticity in both juvenile and adult birds (Figure 6) (Bottjer et al., 1984; Williams and Mehta, 1999; Brainard and Doupe, 2000; Olveczky et al., 2005). The AFP indirectly links HVC to RA and resembles mammalian cortical–basal ganglia (BG) pathways (Doupe et al., 2005). Experiments have revealed that the AFP helps generate acute song variability (Kao et al., 2005; Olveczky et al., 2005) and also acts over longer timescales to regulate the strength of synaptic connections between HVC and RA (Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999).

A final key discovery was that song nuclei display sensory as well as motor activity (Figure 6) (McCasland and Konishi, 1981). Auditory responses
highly selective for the bird’s own song can be detected in the song system (Margoliash, 1983; Margoliash and Konish, 1985; Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992; Mooney, 2000), and behavioral studies show that birds exhibit perceptual as well as vocal motor deficits when HVC or AFP nuclei are damaged (Brenowitz, 1991; Del Negro et al., 1998; Scharff et al., 1998a; Burt et al., 2000). Notably, the sensorimotor nature of HVC and the AFP resembles the expressive and receptive functions performed by language cortices in humans (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). A major goal of current research is to understand whether auditory activity in the song system relays information about the memorized tutor song and/or auditory feedback.

3.23.5.2 Brainstem Vocal Respiratory Networks

3.23.5.2.1 General themes
Two key determinants of song structure – syringeal tension and respiratory patterning – are mediated by vocal respiratory networks in the brainstem and spinal cord (Figure 6). Substantial progress has been made in characterizing the anatomy of this vocal respiratory network. However, we still know relatively little about how these networks function during singing and the neural mechanisms that mediate upper vocal tract filtering (Wild, 2004).

3.23.5.2.2 The tracheosyringeal motor nucleus
The syringeal muscles are innervated by motor neurons in the tracheosyringeal part of the hypoglossal motor nucleus (XIIts) (Nottebohm et al., 1976), a midline medullary nucleus situated caudal to the obex (Figure 6). XIIts is myotopically organized: caudal XIIts motor neurons innervate dorsal syringeal muscles, whereas rostral XIIts motor neurons innervate ventral syringeal muscles (Vicario and Nottebohm, 1988). Syringeal motor neurons project ipsilaterally onto the muscles of the syrinx, providing one substrate for lateralized syringeal control. In certain songbird species, unilateral section of the XIIts nerve exerts different effects on song depending on which side is cut (Nottebohm, 1971, 1977; Williams et al., 1992). This observation initially suggested that the central structures controlling song also may be lateralized, as cortical control of speech is lateralized in humans.

Syringeal motor neurons drive highly dynamic syringeal muscle activity during singing. When the XIIts nerve is cut, the spectral and fine temporal features of song are severely disrupted, while the global temporal features of song, which are determined by expiratory musculature, remain largely intact (Williams et al., 1989, 1992; Simpson and Vicario, 1990). The sparing of song temporal structure following XIIts nerve section indicates that central pathways controlling syringeal and respiratory activity are independent. Indeed, these two control systems are partly segregated at the brainstem and at higher levels of the song system (Wild, 1993a,b; Reinke and Wild, 1998b; Suthers and Margoliash, 2002).

3.23.5.2.3 Brainstem and spinal cord respiratory networks
Expiratory and inspiratory motor neurons reside in the thoracolumbar and upper thoracic spinal cord, respectively (Wild, 2004). A cell column in the ventrolateral medulla, known as the ventral respiratory group (VRG), contains premotor neurons that innervate these expiratory and inspiratory motor neurons, thus controlling respiration (Figure 6) (Wild, 1994). The caudal VRG (nucleus retroambigualis [RAM]) controls expiration (Wild, 1993a,b), while the rostral VRG (nucleus parabigualis [PAM]) controls inspiration (Reinke and Wild, 1998b). The VRG is bilaterally organized and reciprocally interconnected, with RAM neurons projecting throughout the ipsilateral and contralateral VRG (Figure 6). These bilateral projections, as well as the bilateral spinal projections of VRG axons, provide an anatomical substrate for bilateral coordination of respiration during song.

Vocalization requires precise coordination of respiratory and syringeal activity. The bilateral synaptic connections that VRG neurons make onto XIIts motor neurons provide a substrate for this coordination and also are the likely source of the respiratory rhythm that can be recorded from XIIts in nonvocalizing birds (Manogue and Paton, 1982; Williams and Nottebohm, 1985; Vicario, 1991a). Recordings made in brain slices show that XIIts motor neurons receive inhibitory and excitatory inputs from the VRG (Sturdy et al., 2003); the inhibitory input may help establish the observed phase delays between onset of expiratory and syringeal muscle activity (Vicario, 1991a). Although XIIts motor neurons are highly linear in their intrinsic firing properties (Sturdy et al., 2003), the extensive interconnectivity of the brainstem vocal-respiratory network may contribute to pattern generation beyond that provided by inputs from the telencephalic song premotor nucleus RA (Sturdy et al., 2003; Kubke et al., 2005).
3.23.5.3 The Song System: Song Motor and Anterior Forebrain Pathways

3.23.5.3.1 The dawn of songbird neurobiology

Songbird neurobiology took flight in the mid-1970s, when Fernando Nottebohm, Tegner Stokes, and Christiana Leonard discovered that specialized nuclei in the songbird's telencephalon are essential to singing. In a landmark study (Nottebohm et al., 1976), Nottebohm and his coworkers showed that bilateral lesions to one of these nuclei, now referred to simply as ‘HVC,’ rendered an adult male canary...
mote for song, even though it readily assumed a singing posture when presented with a female canary and produced unlearned calls normally. Anterograde tracing revealed two efferents of HVC: the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA), in the caudal telencephalon, and area X, in the avian basal ganglia. As its rather mysterious-sounding name might imply, lesions to area X exerted no obvious effect on crystallized song. However, RA lesions profoundly disrupted song, and tracing studies revealed that RA axons terminated in XHIs, suggesting that RA was a song premotor nucleus. This study showed that birdsong, unlike most other animal vocalizations save perhaps human speech, involves direct telencephalic control of vocal motor neurons.

3.23.5.3.2 Current overview of song system anatomy

In the past 30 years, a fully fledged song system has taken wing (Nottebohm, 2005). This system can be divided into two major components: a song motor pathway (SMP) and an anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) (Nottebohm et al., 1976), which both emanate from HVC and converge in RA (Figure 6). The SMP and the AFP arise from distinct pools of projection neurons (PNs) located in HVC (Katz and Gurney, 1981; Kirn et al., 1991; Fortune and Margoliash, 1995; Mooney, 2000). One HVC PN type (HVC

\text{RA}) provides excitatory input onto RA PNs (Mooney, 1992), which innervate syngangeal motor neurons and respiratory premotor neurons (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Wild, 1993b). The other PN type (HVC

\text{X}) innervates area X, which is part of a serially connected pathway that indirectly links HVC to RA and includes the thalamic nucleus DLM and the anterior telencephalic nucleus LMAN (Nottebohm et al., 1982; Okuhata and Saito, 1987; Foster and Bottjer, 1998). The axons of LMAN PNs bifurcate, with one branch innervating area X (Nixdorf-Bergweiler et al., 1995) and the other forming excitatory synapses on the same RA PNs that receive input from HVC (Mooney, 1992). Targeted photoablation of HVC

\text{RA} but not HVC

\text{X} neurons grossly disrupts song (Scharff et al., 2000), mirroring the differential effects of RA versus area X lesions (Nottebohm et al., 1976) and reinforcing the idea that HVC

\text{RA} neurons drive song premotor activity in RA. Ultimately, the SMP and AFP arise from different pools of HVC PNs and converge on song premotor neurons in RA that constitute the sole forebrain output of the song system.

The nucleus RA displays anatomical features likely to facilitate selective control of syngangeal and respiratory activity. First, neurons located in ventral and medial RA project onto rostral and caudal XHIs (Vicario, 1991b), respectively. Because these different parts of XHIs ultimately innervate different syngangeal muscle groups (Vicario and Nottebohm, 1988), activity in different parts of RA could recruit different
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\text{Figure 6} Specialized neural circuits in the songbird’s brain, collectively referred to as the ‘song system,’ enable singing and song learning. (a) The song motor pathway (SMP; red) and the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP; black) are schematically illustrated in a parasagittal section through the songbird brain. The SMP arises from neurons in HVC (HVC

\text{RA} neurons) that project directly to the robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA). RA in turn provides song motor output from the telencephalon through its projections onto syngangeal motor neurons in the tracheosyngangeal portion of the hypoglossal motor nucleus (XHIs) and onto respiratory premotor neurons in a column of cells in the ventrolateral medulla known as the ventral respiratory group (VRG). The VRG comprises the nucleus retroambigualis (RAM), which controls expiration, and the nucleus paramambigualis (PAm), which controls inspiration. RA also projects onto the dorsomedial intercollicular nucleus (DM) in the midbrain, which also innervates XHIs and the VRG; DM plays a role in call generation in birds. The anterior forebrain pathway (black arrows) arises from a distinct population of HVC neurons (HVC

\text{X} neurons) that innervate area X (part of the songbird basal ganglia). Large inhibitory neurons in area X project axons onto the medial nucleus of the dorsolateral thalamus (DLM), which in turn provides excitatory input to the lateral portion of the magnoocular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium (LMAN). Axons from LMAN innervate area X and also innervate the same song premotor neurons in RA that receive input from HVC

\text{RA} neurons. Thus, the SMP and AFP arise from distinct pools of HVC projections neurons and innervate the same RA song premotor neurons. (b) Pathways that are believed to convey auditory and recurrent song motor information to HVC. Auditory information (blue arrows) originates in the inner ear and passes via the eighth cranial nerve to the cochlear nucleus (CN) in the medulla, where it is relayed indirectly to HVC through two pathways. The first pathway includes the ventral portion of the lateral lemniscus (LLv) and the thalamic nucleus uvaformis (Uva). The second pathway includes an indirect pathway (broken line) through the auditory hindbrain and midbrain (not shown) to the thalamic nucleus ovoidalis (Ov); axons from Ov terminate in the massively interconnected telencephalic area Field L, which is analogous to mammalian primary auditory cortex. From Field L, activity is relayed through an interconnected network comprising the caudal medial nidopallium (NCM) and the caudal mesopallium (CM), which in turn projects directly to HVC and indirectly to HVC through the nucleus interfascialis (NIf). Song motor-related feedback and possibly respiratory-related activity from the brainstem are thought to reach HVC through a recurrent circuit (red lines) that includes PAm, DM, Uva, and NIf. Images courtesy of Todd Roberts.
syringeal muscles. Second, neurons in dorsal RA terminate on regions of the lateral medulla containing respiratory premotor neurons (Wild, 1993b). This segregated organization may enable dorsal and ventral RA neurons to independently modulate respiratory and syringeal activity. Third, RA axons terminate on several structures in the thalamus and midbrain, including the dorsomedial intercollicular nucleus, an area implicated in the generation of innate calls (Wild, 1993b; Wild et al., 1997). Although the function of this latter connection is unknown, one possibility is that RA interacts with DM to suppress call generation during singing. Finally, RA neurons do not directly innervate the glossopharyngeal, facial, and trigeminal motor nuclei that control the upper vocal tract (Wild, 1993b), which suggests that RA influences the upper vocal tract indirectly via the VRG.

The gross structure of HVC and RA correlates with song function. First, these nuclei are absent in birds that do not learn their songs, including flycatchers (Kroodsma and Konishi, 1991), close cousins to the oscines. Second, in those species where only the male sings, HVC and RA are greatly reduced in the female (Nottebohm and Arnold, 1976); such dimorphisms are lacking in duetting species where both sexes sing (Brenowitz et al., 1985). Finally, in seasonal breeders, HVC and RA expand in volume in the spring, when the bird sings a crystallized song, and shrink in the fall, when the bird sings less frequent and more acoustically variable songs (Nottebohm, 1981; Smith et al., 1997b; Brenowitz, 2004).

Despite these gross variations in song system structure, anatomical correlates of song lateralization have remained elusive (DeVoogd and Nottebohm, 1981; Nottebohm et al., 1981). Therefore, peripheral asymmetries in the vocal apparatus and more subtle central specializations underlie the lateralized effects of XIIIts nerve section. More generally, the descending projections of the forebrain song nuclei are entirely ipsilateral, and in some species the projections from RA to the brainstem also are ipsilateral (Wild et al., 2000). This arrangement presumably enables distinct motor programs to be sent to the two sides of the syrinx.

### 3.23.5.3.3 Singing-related neural activity in the SMP

Chronic electrophysiological recordings made in singing birds have illuminated the neural dynamics underlying song. A pioneering effort by McCasland and Konishi showed that bursts of activity in HVC and RA occurred before and during the utterance of individual syllables; premotor activity also could be detected in the nucleus interface (NIf), a telencephalic structure presynaptic to HVC (McCasland and Konishi, 1981). A latency analysis supported the notion of a song motor hierarchy, with a feedforward flow of song motor activity propagating from NIf through HVC, RA, and the brainstem.

Although far ahead of its time, McCasland’s study relied on multiunit recording methods, making it difficult to determine how song is encoded at different levels of the SMP. A series of elegant single-unit recording studies overcame this limitation, providing us with a detailed picture of how song motor codes change between HVC and RA (Figure 7). A particularly elegant study by Richard Hahnloser, Alex Kozhevnikov, and Michale Fee used a miniature motorized microdrive in the zebra finch to show that single $\text{HVC}_{\text{RA}}$ neurons fire one brief ($\sim10\text{ms}$) burst of action potentials at precisely the same time in each motif, with different $\text{HVC}_{\text{RA}}$ neurons firing at different times during the motif (Figures 7(a) and 7(c)) (Hahnloser et al., 2002). Although only a relatively small number of neurons were sampled from any one bird, this finding implies that sparse activity propagates in a rapid ($\sim100\text{Hz}$) clocklike fashion rapidly through the entire $\text{HVC}_{\text{RA}}$ population, spanning the whole motif. Other groundbreaking studies by Albert Yu and Dan Margoliash, and by Anthony Leonardo and Michale Fee, found that single RA PNs burst at many ($\sim10$) precise times during a motif, in contrast to the temporally sparse firing patterns of individual $\text{HVC}_{\text{RA}}$ neurons (Figures 7(b) and 7(d)) (Yu and Margoliash, 1996; Leonardo and Fee, 2005). Intriguingly, recordings made in sleeping birds show that $\text{HVC}_{\text{RA}}$ and RA neurons generate spontaneous activity patterns similar to those they exhibit during singing (Dave and Margoliash, 2000), suggesting that the SMP ‘replays’ song motor programs during sleep.

### 3.23.5.3.4 Models of song patterning networks

The acoustic features of song span many timescales: milliseconds for internote intervals, tens to hundreds of milliseconds for notes and syllables, and one to tens of seconds for an entire song. Several circuit models have been put forth to account for patterning of notes, syllables, and songs. Aspects of all of these models find at least partial support in experimental observations.
In the music-box model, the entire HVC<sub>RA</sub> population can be likened to the programming cylinder in a music box, with the subset of HVC<sub>RA</sub> neurons active at any instant constituting an individual pin on this cylinder (Figure 8) (Fee et al., 2004). A pattern of divergent and convergent feedforward connections transforms temporally sparse activity from these HVC<sub>RA</sub> ‘pins’ into more continuous activity in RA,
which then modulates the vocal respiratory system to generate song. In its simplest form, the HVC\(_{\text{RA}}\) ensemble constitutes a relatively fast (~100 Hz) metronome that, via its synaptic connections with RA, dictates the timing of syllables, notes, and even intersyllable gaps. Interestingly, some HVC\(_{\text{RA}}\) and RA neurons do burst during silent periods between notes and syllables, suggesting that these song premotor nuclei could encode the timing of silent gaps as well as audible components in the song. Because song output in the music-box model is determined by the specific pattern of synapses HVC\(_{\text{RA}}\) neurons make in RA, error signals presumably act within RA to alter these connections during sensorimotor learning. In fact, modeling studies show that temporally sparse activity in HVC optimizes learning rates, because error signals that ‘correct’ the connections of an HVC\(_{\text{RA}}\) neuron only introduce changes at a single time in the motif (Fiete et al., 2004).

Another feedforward model involves a hierarchical patterning network, with syllables or motifs encoded in ‘higher’ areas, such as HVC, and lower-level features, such as notes, encoded in RA and the brainstem (Figure 8) (Yu and Margoliash, 1996). One early observation supportive of a hierarchy was that HVC microstimulation in the singing zebra finch could reset the entire motif, while RA stimulation only interrupted the ongoing note (Vu et al., 1994). Although consistent with a hierarchical model, electrical stimulation in HVC also activates areas presynaptic to HVC, such as NiF and the thalamic nucleus Uva, and thus any higher-level patterning mechanisms may not be localized to HVC. A recent comprehensive temporal analysis of zebra finch songs shows that, as the song tempo varies, syllables scale much less elastically than do intersyllable gaps (Glaze and Troyer, 2006), implying these features are regulated independently. These behavioral observations are consistent with a hierarchical model and contrast with the music-box model, where syllables and gaps should scale proportionally with variations to the overall song tempo.

In contrast with these two feedforward models, a third idea is that recurrent pathways from the brainstem modulate forebrain song patterning networks, establishing a distributed and possibly circular hierarchy. Indeed, a recent study showed that motif resetting could be triggered by microstimulation in HVC, RA, and even the RVG (Ashmore et al., 2005), a set of observations difficult to reconcile with the strictly feedforward architectures of the music box or hierarchical models. Instead, these results indicate that recurrent pathways from the brainstem to the forebrain likely contribute to song temporal
structure. An anatomical substrate for this recurrent pathway is provided by a subset of RVG axons that project bilaterally to the thalamic nucleus Uva, which in turn innervates HVC and NIf (Reinke and Wild, 1998a; Striedter and Vu, 1998). Because the RVG contains respiratory premotor neurons and receives descending input from RA, it may provide forebrain song nuclei with respiratory information and recurrent song-related motor activity important to setting the song temporal pattern, including the timing of syllable transitions. In addition, because songbirds lack a cerebral commissure, the bilateral projections from RVG to Uva are the most likely substrate for the precise bilateral coordination of song premotor activity seen in HVC. Notably, this recurrent model does not rule out a role for HVC in generating a fine timescale code for song patterning, but such a code would be under the influence of the recurrent loop.

Regardless of which model is most accurate, HVC displays network features that could serve an important role in song patterning. In an isolated HVC preparation, trains of electrical pulses evoke sustained trains of quasi-rhythmic synaptic potentials in HVC neurons (Solis and Perkel, 2005). Additionally, HVC PNs and inhibitory interneurons are reciprocally connected (Mooney and Prather, 2005), a synaptic motif known to sustain oscillatory activity in other pattern-generating networks (Selverston and Moulins, 1985). Whether endogenous pattern generation is unique to HVC is unclear, however, because complex local synaptic networks exist within RA (Spiro et al., 1999) and in the respiratory-vocal brainstem (Sturdy et al., 2003; Kubke et al., 2005) and may be capable of generating rhythmic activity independent of input from HVC.

3.23.5.4 The Role of the Anterior Forebrain Pathway in Song Plasticity

3.23.5.4.1 The AFP is a basal ganglia pathway necessary to song plasticity

The AFP forms intimate links with the SMP: area X is innervated by HVC, and the AFP output, nucleus LMAN, innervates RA (Nottebohm et al., 1976, 1982). Despite direct connections between the AFP and song premotor structures, initial behavioral studies showed that adult crystallized songs were unaffected by lesions to either area X or LMAN (Nottebohm et al., 1976; Bottjer et al., 1984; Sohrabji et al., 1990). A breakthrough came in 1984, when Sarah Bottjer and her coworkers discovered that bilateral LMAN lesions in juvenile zebra finches caused their plastic songs to degrade rapidly and become much less variable, assuming a highly repetitive and simplified form (Bottjer et al., 1984). A subsequent analysis of area X lesions made in juvenile birds showed that songs in these birds remained highly variable into adulthood, never achieving the stereotypy typical of crystallized song (Sohrabji et al., 1990; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991).

These age-dependent effects of AFP lesions lent support to the idea that the AFP plays a developmentally restricted role in song learning. However, more recent findings show that the AFP also is necessary to adult forms of song plasticity. Rather remarkably, LMAN lesions block the song deterioration (i.e., decrystallization) normally triggered in adult zebra finches by deafening (Figure 9) (Brainard and Doupe, 2000) or by exposure to chronically distorted auditory feedback (Williams and Mehta, 1999). An important implication is that decrystallization is an active process requiring the AFP and not simply a degenerative process. The AFP also plays an ongoing role in adult song recrystallization; adult white-crowned sparrows subjected to LMAN lesions during the winter, prior to the annual reexpression of plastic song, failed to successfully recrystallize their songs (Benton et al., 1998). Finally, song learning in adult isolates also has been shown to be blocked by LMAN lesions (Morrison and Nottebohm, 1993), further underscoring that the AFP’s role in song plasticity is not age limited.

The specific means by which the AFP contributes to song plasticity is of great interest. One way the AFP could enable song plasticity is by generating acute song variations that serve as ‘stepping stones’ for larger and more gradual changes to song. Over longer timescales, the AFP also might enable song plasticity by exerting trophic effects on synapses in the SMP. In either case, the AFP could play either a permissive or instructive role to enable song learning.

3.23.5.4.2 LMAN plays an acute role in generating song variability

Understanding the synaptic connections that LMAN makes with RA can inform how the AFP could influence song plasticity. Morphological and electrophysiological studies reveal that RA song premotor neurons receive convergent excitation from both HVC and LMAN axon terminals (Canady et al., 1988; Mooney and Konishi, 1991; Mooney, 1992). Both inputs excite ionotropic glutamate receptors on RA PN dendrites, but near the resting membrane potential, those from LMAN predominantly activate
postsynaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, while those from HVC predominantly activate alpha-aminom-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) receptors (Kubota and Saito, 1991; Mooney and Konishi, 1991; Mooney, 1992). Differential activation of NMDA and AMPA receptors in other pattern-generating networks leads to different output patterns (Dale and Roberts, 1984; Dye et al., 1989), suggesting that differential activation of LMAN and HVC inputs onto RA neurons could lead to song variability.

Indeed, several observations show that LMAN drives acute song variability. First, pharmacologically inactivating LMAN in juvenile zebra finches rapidly and reversibly reduces note and sequence variability in their plastic songs (Olveczky et al., 2005). Blocking NMDA receptors in RA exerts similar effects, underscoring that LMAN drives song variability via its synaptic connections with song premotor neurons (Olveczky et al., 2005). Second, microstimulation in LMAN can drive slight variations in song of adult zebra finches (Kao et al., 2005). Third, LMAN neurons are active during both directed and undirected singing in adult zebra finches, but during the more variable undirected singing, they burst at higher frequencies and in more variable patterns (Kao and Brainard, 2006). Finally, the acoustic variability of undirected songs is abolished by LMAN lesions (Kao and Brainard, 2006). Ultimately, these various findings indicate that in both the juvenile and the adult, LMAN operates over a short timescale (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) to drive song variability.

The details of AFP connectivity provide a useful context in which to interpret the effects of AFP lesions on song variability. The AFP bears strong similarities to mammalian cortical–basal ganglia pathways (Doupe et al., 2005), with HVC and LMAN providing the ‘cortical’ input and output and area X and the medial part of the dorsolateral thalamus (DLM) the interposed basal ganglia and thalamic ‘relays.’ The basal ganglia homologue area X comprises many different cell types, including a smaller GABAergic cell type (SN) that resembles mammalian striatal medium spiny neurons and a larger pallidal-like GABAergic cell type (AF) that makes massive inhibitory synapses onto DLM neurons (Luo and Perkel, 1999; Ding and Perkel, 2002; Farries and Perkel, 2002). These thalamic neurons make excitatory synapses onto LMAN neurons.
neurons, influence AF neuron activity. To area X, which include HVC and midbrain dopamine song variability will rest on determining how afferents then a key to understanding ehigher levels of song variability. If this model is correct, DLM, increasing LMAN activity and generating activity necessary to driving acute song variability, whereas lesions to area X remove tonic inhibition on LMAN and area X lesions: LMAN lesions abolish understanding the contrasting behavioral effects of LMAN and area X lesions: LMAN lesions abolish activity necessary to driving acute song variability, whereas lesions to area X remove tonic inhibition on DLM, increasing LMAN activity and generating higher levels of song variability. If this model is correct, then a key to understanding endogenous regulation of song variability will rest on determining how afferents to area X, which include HVC and midbrain dopamine neurons, influence AF neuron activity.

3.23.5.4.3 Trophic regulation of HVC–RA connectivity by LMAN

In addition to driving bout-to-bout variability, LMAN also could affect song plasticity by exerting trophic effects on RA. As seen more widely in the developing vertebrate central nervous system (CNS), synaptic density in RA describes an inverted ‘U’ over development, with numbers of HVC axon terminals and RA dendritic spines reaching a peak during the height of sensorimotor learning (Herrmann and Arnold, 1991; Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999). Both of these parameters decline markedly by crystallization, indicative of synapse elimination, while the remaining HVC > RA synapses increase in strength, suggestive of synapse consolidation (Herrmann and Arnold, 1991; Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999).

One idea is that, in the juvenile, LMAN actively maintains RA microcircuitry in a state permissive for song plasticity. Consistent with this idea, LMAN lesions trigger a rapid consolidation of HVC > RA synapses like the consolidation that occurs gradually over normal development (Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999). These experiments show that HVC > RA synapses in juvenile songbirds are highly plastic, and that LMAN plays a role in regulating this synaptic plasticity. These studies also suggest that a normal developmental decline in the number or efficacy of LMAN synapses in RA could consolidate HVC > RA synapses, leading to persistent changes in song. Candidates for mediating this trophic effect include the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which is expressed in both LMAN and HVC_RA neurons (Johnson et al., 1997; Akutagawa and Konishi, 1998; Li et al., 2000), and which at earlier stages of development has been shown to rescue RA neurons from cell death triggered by LMAN lesions (Johnson et al., 1997). Consistent with the idea that BDNF acts as a permissive signal for song plasticity, BDNF injections into the RA of the adult zebra finch simultaneously elevate song variability and augment the density of HVC terminals in RA (Kittelberger and Mooney, 2005).

3.23.5.4.4 The AFP and critical periods for song plasticity

The means by which LMAN enables song plasticity also suggest mechanisms of song crystallization. One possibility is that crystallization arises as a result of decreased variability in LMAN firing patterns during singing. In support of this idea, the acoustic variability of undirected song and the variability of LMAN activity decline in parallel as adult zebra finches grow older (Kao and Brainard, 2006). Crystallization also could arise because the ‘gain’ of LMAN synaptic currents decreases in adults. In fact, LMAN > RA synaptic currents shorten in duration between juvenile and adult life (Stark and Perkel, 1999; White et al., 1999; Livingston et al., 2000), likely because of an elevation in the NR2A:NR2B subunit ratio of postsynaptic NMDA receptors (Scott et al., 2004). A shortening of LMAN > RA synaptic timecourse also can be precipitated rapidly in juvenile zebra finches by testosterone implants (White et al., 1999), a treatment that also impairs sensorimotor learning (Korsia and Bottjer, 1991). Moreover, the NR2A:NR2B subunit ratio in the RA of the adult canary waxes and wanes in parallel with changes in day length, testosterone titers, and song stereotypy (Singh et al., 2003). Thus, changes to the firing patterns of LMAN neurons and the efficacy of their synapses in RA could underlie the decline in song variability that occurs with song crystallization.

3.23.5.5 Auditory Roles of the Song System: Templates, Feedback, and Error Signals

3.23.5.5.1 General themes

The neural components underlying a template model of song learning include a motor pathway for song production, an auditory memory of the tutor song (i.e., a template), and a mechanism for comparing singing-related auditory feedback to the template (Konishi, 1965, 2004). When this ‘comparator’ detects...
mismatches between the feedback signal and the template, it generates an error signal that modifies motor activity in the song production pathway, with the eventual result that the bird's song comes to resemble the tutor song. In addition to a song motor role, several lines of evidence suggest that the song system also may serve one or more auditory roles, including song recognition, template storage, conveying auditory feedback, or processing the resulting error signal. One piece of evidence is that auditory responses can be detected throughout the song system (Katz and Gurney, 1981; Margoliash, 1983; Williams and Nottebohm, 1985; Williams, 1989; Doupe and Konishi, 1991). Second, some song system neurons respond selectively to the bird's own song (BOS) and to the tutor song, indicating that they encode aspects of the bird's auditory experience (Margoliash, 1986; Solis and Doupe, 1999). Third, lesions to HVC or the AFP impair song recognition, suggesting auditory activity in the song system serves a perceptual role (Brenowitz, 1991; Scharff et al., 1998b; Burt et al., 2000). Finally, the presence of auditory activity in the AFP, a pathway necessary to song learning, raises the possibility that it conveys either feedback or the resulting error signal to the SMP (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Brainard and Doupe, 2000).

### 3.2.3.5.2 Auditory responses in the song system

Intriguingly, the earliest chronic recordings of singing-related neural activity conducted in HVC also detected robust responses to auditory presentation (i.e., playback) of the BOS (McCasland and Konishi, 1981). Subsequent playback studies, mostly in anesthetized zebra finches, detected auditory responses throughout the AFP and the SMP, even in the hypoglossal nerve (Margoliash, 1983, 1986; Williams and Nottebohm, 1985; Doupe and Konishi, 1991). The source of this widespread auditory activity is HVC, which transmits auditory activity to the SMP and the AFP via its two populations of projection neurons (Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Vicario and Yohay, 1993; Mooney, 2000).

Song system neurons exhibit some of the most selective sensory responses yet described. Many HVC neurons are ‘BOS selective,’ firing vigorously to BOS playback but not to playback of conspecific songs or time-reversed BOS (Figure 10) (Margoliash,
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**Figure 10** Auditory selectivity for the bird's own song (BOS) emerges between Field L and HVC. Each panel contains the raster of a single neuron's action potential response to the given auditory stimulus (top), the cumulative histogram of those responses (middle), and an oscillogram of the stimulus (bottom). (a) An HVC neuron responds strongly to playback of the BOS but weakly or not at all to temporally manipulated versions of the BOS. (b) In contrast, a Field L neuron responds strongly to playback of the BOS and to temporally manipulated versions of the BOS. Reprinted from Lewicki MS and Arthur BJ (1996) Hierarchical organization of auditory temporal context sensitivity. *J. Neurosci.* 16: 6987–6998.
BOS-selective neurons are sensitive to temporal cues, as revealed by their selectivity for forward over reverse BOS, two stimuli with equivalent spectral content but contrasting temporal features. Some BOS-selective neurons also are sensitive to harmonic features of song (Margoliash and Fortune, 1992). Studies using synthetic songs have found that HVC neurons typically are more sensitive to degradation of temporal rather than spectral features, and that their temporal acuity is remarkable given HVC’s distance from the auditory periphery (Theunissen and Doupe, 1998). Furthermore, a subset of HVC neurons responds exclusively to note-combinations in the BOS; studies where internote intervals were artificially manipulated show that these combination-sensitive neurons can integrate auditory information over hundreds of milliseconds (Margoliash, 1983; Lewicki and Konishi, 1995). Finally, in the swamp sparrow, a bird with multiple song types, different HVC neurons respond in an all-or-none fashion to different song types in the bird’s repertoire (Mooney et al., 2001). From a functional standpoint, BOS-selective neurons are well suited for a feedback role, because they can respond differentially to slight variations in local (i.e., within-note) and global (i.e., note or syllable sequence) temporal structure of the BOS. BOS-selective neurons also could play an important communicative role by facilitating discrimination of the fine syntax variations that distinguish songs produced by conspecific birds from different breeding populations.

One clue that auditory activity in the song system actually plays a perceptual role is that lesions made either in HVC or in the AFP impair song recognition (Brenowitz, 1991; Scharff et al., 1998b; Burt et al., 2000). This perceptual deficit is perhaps most striking in female songbirds, which typically do not respond to playback of other species’ (i.e., heterospecific) songs. However, following bilateral HVC lesions, females generate ‘promiscuous’ CSDs in response to heterospecific song playback (Brenowitz, 1991). In male songbirds, deficits in discrimination following lesions to the AFP are most pronounced for songs resembling the BOS, implicating BOS-selective neurons in perceptual processes (Scharff et al., 1998b). More generally, the mixed sensorimotor roles of HVC are strongly reminiscent of the mixed expressive and receptive roles in human speech served by language cortices in humans.

Another clue that auditory activity in the song system serves an important function is that it can be gated in a state-dependent fashion (Dave et al., 1998; Schmidt and Konishi, 1998). In the adult zebra finch, playback-evoked auditory responses in NIf, HVC, and RA are most robust when the bird is asleep or anesthetized and diminished and more variable (but not altogether absent) during wakefulness (Dave et al., 1998; Schmidt and Konishi, 1998; Cardin and Schmidt, 2003, 2004). One idea is that sleep–wake changes in auditory activity in the song system reflect the presence of an auditory ‘gate’ that operates more dynamically in the waking bird as a function of arousal or changes in attention or saliency. Although the function of auditory gating in the song system is unknown, one idea is that it prevents auditory signals from altering vocal activity in sensorimotor neurons (Williams, 1989; Konishi, 2004). Additionally, auditory gating in HVC also may vary in a species-dependent manner; in notable contrast to the zebra finch, robust auditory activity is present in the HVC of both canaries and swamp sparrows during periods of wakefulness (McCrosland and Konishi, 1981; Prather et al., in revision). In contrast to male zebra finches, which are colonial animals that sing unidirectionally to females, male canaries and sparrows are solitary animals that rely on song to identify neighboring males and defend territory, behaviors that may necessitate a more active role for the song system in auditory perception.

### 3.23.5.5.3 Sources of auditory input to the song system

The mechanisms that generate BOS electivity must to some extent be influenced by auditory experience, because the BOS is a learned behavior. Thus, locating where BOS selectivity arises in the brain can point to sites that encode aspects of auditory experience, particularly singing-related auditory feedback. Notably, BOS selectivity is largely absent from Field L, the avian equivalent of the mammalian primary auditory cortex, and the indirect source of auditory input to HVC (Figure 10) (Lewicki and Arthur, 1996; Amin et al., 2004; Theunissen et al., 2004). Current evidence indicates that BOS selectivity arises in areas interposed between Field L and HVC (Theunissen et al., 2004; Theunissen and Shaevitz, 2006) and that HVC integrates both selective and nonselective inputs from a variety of sources in the forebrain (Cardin and Schmidt, 2004; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; Rosen and Mooney, 2006; R. Mooney, unpublished observations).

Anatomical and functional studies indicate that HVC receives auditory inputs from three other song nuclei – NIf, Uva, and mMAN – and from the secondary auditory telencephalic region CM (Vates et al., 1997; Cardin and Schmidt, 2004; Coleman and
Mooney, 2004; R. Mooney, unpublished observations). At the population level, NIf and mMAN neurons are BOS selective, whereas Uva neurons are nonselective (Vates et al., 1997; Coleman and Mooney, 2004; M. Coleman personal communication). Similar to HVC, these three song nuclei are sensorimotor structures, and thus selectivity in these areas may reflect aspects of motor as well as auditory experience. In contrast, CM is embedded in the auditory telencephalon and thus may constitute a ‘pure’ source of auditory information to the song system. CM is densely interconnected with primary and secondary regions of the auditory telencephalon, including Field L and NCM (Vates et al., 1996). At the population level, CM neurons are not BOS selective, although they respond more to conspecific songs than to synthetic sounds, and their sensitivity to conspecific songs is enhanced relative to Field L neurons (Grace et al., 2003; Theunissen et al., 2004; Theunissen and Shaevitz, 2006). An especially fascinating study in starlings showed that the response properties of CM neurons can be altered during auditory learning tasks (Gentner and Margoliash, 2003). Furthermore, some CM neurons are BOS selective, and robust auditory activity can be detected in CM during quiet wakefulness and singing (R. Mooney, unpublished observations). Thus, CM may convey auditory feedback to the song system and could weight this information as a function of the bird’s auditory experience of its own song and the songs of other birds.

Although a response bias to the BOS is established at least as early as NIf and in some CM neurons, cells in both areas show elevated firing rate responses to a wide range of non-BOS stimuli (Coleman and Mooney, 2004; R. Mooney, unpublished observations). In contrast, note combination-sensitive HVC neurons appear to fire only to the BOS and to the songs of conspecific birds with similar note sequences (Margoliash, 1983; Lewicki and Konishi, 1995). This all-or-none selectivity arises in HVC through synaptic interactions between HVC’s BOS-selective excitatory afferents (i.e., NIf and possibly CM) and BOS-selective inhibitory interneurons in HVC (Mooney, 2000; Rosen and Mooney, 2003, 2006). Specifically, excitatory and inhibitory inputs onto HVCX neurons generate highly nonlinear responses to the BOS through both thresholding effects and priming mechanisms (Rosen and Mooney, 2003). Thus, auditory representations of the BOS are enhanced locally in HVC, and both HVC and areas immediately presynaptic to HVC are likely to encode aspects of auditory experience.

3.23.5.5.4 Does auditory activity in the song system encode the template?

In the context of a template model, one idea is that auditory activity in the song system encodes experience of the tutor song. In fact, studies in juvenile zebra finches found that blocking NMDA receptors in LMAN during tutoring sessions subsequently impaired copying (Basham et al., 1996). One potential confound is the close overlap between sensory acquisition and sensorimotor learning in zebra finches, which makes it difficult to rule out an effect of drug treatment on motor aspects of song learning. Another potential confound is a nonspecific impairment of attention or arousal, due perhaps to diffusion of the drug into brain regions surrounding LMAN.

A related idea is that auditory selectivity in the song system reflects experience of the tutor song. Nonetheless, several findings suggest that BOS selectivity reflects the bird’s experience of its own song, rather than of its tutor. First, most HVC and AFP neurons in adult birds respond best to the BOS (Margoliash, 1986; Doupe and Konishi, 1991; Volman, 1996), whereas template neurons presumably would respond best to the tutor song. Second, juvenile zebra finches sequentially tutored by two different birds develop transient responses in LMAN to the first tutor’s song and the bird’s own imitation of this model, but these responses are lost or overwritten as the bird copies the second tutor (Yazaki-Sugiyama and Mooney, 2004). Thus, even when young birds demonstrate they have learned from a tutor, LMAN neurons do not permanently encode memories of these songs. Third, recordings made in HVC and the AFP of anesthetized juvenile songbirds reveal that song selectivity emerges only after the bird begins to sing; before this time, auditory responses in HVC and LMAN are typically weak and nonselective, despite experience of the tutor song sufficient to enable subsequent copying (Volman, 1993; Doupe, 1997). Moreover, in juvenile birds singing plastic song, most HVC and AFP neurons are BOS selective (Volman, 1993; Solis and Doupe, 1997), although many BOS-selective neurons also respond more strongly to the tutor song than to the songs of other conspecific birds (Solis and Doupe, 1997).

Neurons with ‘dual selectivity’ for the BOS and the tutor song could potentially encode tutor song experience, with the qualification that, when learning is successful, these two songs share acoustic features.
Thus, a potential caveat is that neurons in which selectivity was specified solely by the BOS might respond to these shared features, rather than encoding features unique to the tutor song. To investigate this possibility, Solis and Doupe unilaterally cut the syringeal nerve in juvenile zebra finches, spectrally distorting their songs and rendering them dissimilar from their tutors’ songs based on several criteria (Solis and Doupe, 1999). Notably, most LMAN neurons in such ‘dysphonic’ juvenile birds developed strong selectivity for the distorted BOS, reinforcing the idea that the bird’s experience of its own song is the primary factor influencing selectivity. Nonetheless, some neurons responded equally well to the distorted BOS and to the tutor song, raising the possibility that they encoded different BOS and tutor song features. However, the features in the distorted BOS and the tutor song that evoked responses were not characterized and were not necessarily those judged to be dissimilar in the two songs. Thus, it remains plausible that selectivity in LMAN is shaped by the bird’s experience of its own song, and dual-selective neurons in ‘dysphonic’ birds respond to features common to the BOS and tutor song.

An important concern is that most studies of auditory selectivity in the song system have been conducted in anesthetized animals. Indeed, a recent study using chronic multiunit recordings in the awake juvenile zebra finch found evidence of mild selectivity for the tutor song in HVC (Nick and Konishi, 2005). Further studies are needed in freely behaving birds to confirm that auditory selectivity, as well as auditory responsiveness, may change in a state-dependent fashion. However, the present weight of evidence points away from the song system and the AFP in particular as sites where tutor song memories are stored.

These largely negative findings advance regions outside the song system as candidates for storing the song template (Bolhuis and Gahr, 2006). Foremost amongst these is NCM, which is reciprocally connected to CM and thus provides an indirect source of auditory input to the song system (Vates et al., 1996). Both IEG and electrophysiological studies show that auditory responses of NCM neurons habituate to repeated playback of the same song (Chew et al., 1995; Mello et al., 1995), consistent with NCM being a site of experience-dependent plasticity. A specific role for NCM in template storage is hinted at by the finding that tutor song playback can induce IEG expression in the adult zebra finch NCM, with expression levels correlating with how well the bird copied the tutor song (Bolhuis et al., 2000, 2001; Terpstra et al., 2004). Similarly, NCM neuronal firing rates in adult finches habituate more slowly to playback of tutor song than to novel songs, with the slowest habituation rates for those tutor songs copied most accurately (Phan et al., 2006). As with studies of auditory selectivity in the song system, one necessary caveat is that these closely copied tutor songs are acoustically similar to the BOS. Thus, more definitive experiments, perhaps using vocal nerve section to increase the acoustical ‘distance’ between the BOS and the tutor song, are needed to determine to what extent NCM neurons encode tutor song memories as opposed to self-experience.

3.23.5.5.5 Does the song system process auditory feedback and/or error signals?

Singing-related auditory feedback is essential to sensorimotor learning and, in certain songbirds, to adult song maintenance. One idea is that feedback is evaluated by a neural comparator, which generates an error signal when it detects mismatches between the feedback signal and the template. The error signal could either provide ‘simple’ reinforcement, acting in an all-or-none fashion to ‘punish’ vocal errors (or to ‘reward’ correct performances), or provide information about the direction and magnitude of the vocal error. In either case, the error signal would adaptively modify song during sensorimotor learning, but it also could drive maladaptive changes, as when deafening or delayed feedback triggers song decrystallization. Although feedback must be integrated by the brain in real time as the bird sings, questions remain as to the timescale over which the resultant error signal operates. In an online model, auditory feedback acts over a short timescale (perhaps within a single song or song bout) to generate the error signal. In an offline model, the error signal arises more slowly, driving changes in song only after a substantial delay of hours, days, or even weeks.

The AFP is an attractive site to look for both auditory feedback and error signals because it conveys BOS-selective auditory information and because it is necessary to song plasticity. Anthony Leonardo directly tested whether the AFP in adult zebra finches encoded feedback or error signals by measuring the singing-related activity of individual LMAN neurons in the presence and absence of delayed auditory feedback (DAF), a treatment that decrystallizes song gradually over several weeks (Leonardo and Konishi, 1999; Leonardo, 2004). Notably, the singing-related activity patterns of
individual LMAN neurons were unchanged by DAF, at least over the relatively short timescales at which single-unit isolation could be maintained (tens of minutes) (Leonardo, 2004). This finding reinforced an earlier study, also performed in adult zebra finches, which found that singing-related multiunit activity patterns in LMAN were unaltered immediately after deafening (Hessler and Doupe, 1999a). These results are difficult to reconcile with a feedback function for the AFP, and instead show that most or all of the singing-related activity in the back function for the AFP, and instead show that AFP is song motor corollary discharge. Indeed, the most or all of the singing-related activity in the back may act slowly in the adult AFP comes from the finding that following syringeal nerve section in adult zebra finches, selectivity in LMAN can shift to the spectrally distorted song over a 1- to 2-week period, prior to the onset of decrystallization (Roy and Mooney, in press). Another hint that the AFP may convey an error signal over longer times is that auditory responses of LMAN neurons were absent in adult zebra finches that sustained syringeal nerve section as juveniles (Solis and Doupe, 2000); such depression of sensory-evoked activity could be caused by the actions of an error signal arising from the chronic mismatch between auditory feedback and the memorized model.

Another potential concern is that most attempts to detect feedback or error signals have been undertaken in the adult, because the crystallized song provides a stable motor ‘background’ on which to detect these signals. Nevertheless, feedback and error signals are likely to be most robust in juveniles singing plastic songs. Especially relevant in this regard are chronic recording studies in juvenile zebra finches, which report that short-term exposure to DAF failed to perturb singing-related activity of HVCX neurons (Kozhevnikov et al., 2006). Here an important consideration is that even in auditory-vocal specialists such as humans and bats, vocal modulation by auditory feedback is in some sense offline, arising only after a delay of 150 ms to several seconds following feedback perturbations (Schuller et al., 1975; Donath et al., 2002; Konishi, 2004). Thus examining activity patterns just during the motif may set too narrow a time window to detect feedback- or error signal–related signals.

Behavioral studies may highlight the best times during sensorimotor learning to search for error signals. In juvenile zebra finches, the most dynamic changes in song structure occur during the first few hours of the morning and overnight (Tchernichovski et al., 2001; Deregnaucourt et al., 2005). The rapid improvement in syllable matching seen each morning hints that online or fast offline processes adaptively modify song. Conversely, the nightly deterioration of the match between the BOS and the tutor song suggests that an offline error signal drives song deconsolidation during sleep. One plausible idea is that song deconsolidation is actively driven by a comparator that interprets bursting activity in HVC and RA during sleep as song motor activity lacking any sensory feedback (Dave and Margoliash, 2000; Deregnaucourt et al., 2005). The contrasting processes of daily improvement followed by nightly deconsolidation also underscore that song learning could involve multiple error signals, acting online as well as offline, rather than a single reinforcement or directional error signal acting entirely online or offline.

3.23.6 Future Directions and Conclusions

Important insights into birdsong have been gleaned at many different levels, ranging from behavioral aspects of song learning to biomechanical and neural mechanisms of singing and song learning. Despite these important advances, some of the most basic and exciting questions remain to be answered, and comparative approaches remain vastly underexploited.

To date, the search for neural correlates of song has largely been a top-down affair. Consequently, we know much more about singing-related activity of neurons in HVC, RA, and LMAN than in the brainstem. It is unlikely that song motor codes can be fully deciphered without analyzing brainstem and
neuromuscular components of the song system in singing birds. Moreover, we still know remarkably little about coding strategies in the HVC and RA of species with larger and syntactically more variable repertoires than displayed by the zebra finch. To what extent is the sparse singing-related activity seen in the zebra finch HVC RA neurons a general song-coding strategy, especially in species with large song repertoires? What are the mechanisms that generate variations in syntax that characterize songs of species other than the zebra finch? What are the mechanisms contributing to the remarkably sparse singing-related activity seen in HVC RA neurons?

An especially important line of future research pertains to the synaptic basis of song learning. Notably, acute forms of synaptic plasticity have been detected in the AFP, and consolidation has been observed at HVC RA synapses over development (Kittelberger and Mooney, 1999; Boettiger and Doupe, 2001; Ding and Perkel, 2004). Moreover, the architecture of the AFP suggests that RA is a major site of synaptic modification underlying song learning. However, whether classical forms of synaptic plasticity, such as LTP, contribute to song learning remains unknown, and the field is still in its infancy as far as relating synaptic and cellular mechanisms to the song behavior.

Arguably the most exciting questions in songbird research—the nature of the template, auditory feedback, and error signals—are still largely unanswered. The current body of largely negative evidence indicates that feedback or error signals arise in the song system of the adult only over a slow timescale or are mediated largely outside the song system. Nevertheless, concerns remain that we have not focused on the most appropriate species, employed the best methods for triggering an error signal, or concentrated on the right time during development. First, it may be useful to focus on those species, such as the Bengalese finch, that in adulthood depend acutely on auditory feedback to maintain their songs. Second, though DAF ultimately triggers song plasticity, initial exposure may not be detected by the bird as vocal error. Thus it may be useful to induce actual vocal errors, perhaps by stimulating the syrinxal nerve during singing. Although technically challenging, more chronic recording studies are needed in juvenile birds learning to sing. The search for singing-related auditory feedback signals should be expanded to include those regions of auditory forebrain that ultimately provide auditory drive to the song system. Such a bottom-up approach may reveal the degree to which vocalization gates auditory activity in the auditory system, as has been seen in other vocalizing animals, and help establish the degree to which these auditory areas can register changes in feedback in an online fashion. Finally, the nightly process of song deconsolidation seen during sensorimotor learning and the evidence of song motor replay seen in sleeping birds have lent support to the idea that these sleep-related patterns of activity are necessary to song learning. Therefore, a future goal should be to directly test whether spontaneous bursting activity in the sleeping bird plays a role in song learning.
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